PRODUCT SHEET

Product:

Handset accessories
Carrying, headset and charging options for
any work situation

HANDSET ACCESSORIES

The Ascom handset accessories are designed to
meet the demands from many work situations.
There are different carrying options, headsets,
chargers and more.

Carrying options
Chose the carrying option that suites your everyday life. There are several
alternatives. Available for extra security are also security strings to be attached to the clip.
Headset options
For convenient handsfree use, attach one of our headsets with the microphone on a boom or integrated in the cable. Protection plugs are available
for those times when a headset is not needed.
Charging options
For quick charging, you can choose between a desktop charger for single
handsets and a wall mounted charging rack for multiple handsets. Our data
sheets will give you more information about each charger.
If you have forgotten to charge your handset, an extra battery pack
can come in handy.
On next page you can find some of the accessories available. For more information on each accessory please see our data sheets.
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Carrying options

Security string

Standard clip d41

d41/d62/d81/i62

Standard clip

Standard clip

Standard clip

d62/i62

d81 Messenger

d81 Protector

Swivel clip d41

Swivel clip

Swivel clip

d62/i62

d81 Messenger/
Protector

Leather case d41

Leather case d62/i62

Leather case d81

Headset options

Headset with mic on

Headset with mic on

boom d41/d62

boom d81/i62

Headset adapter QD d81

Headset with mic on

Peltor headset d81

Peltor adapter d81

cable d41/d62/i62

Charging options

Rack charger d41/d62/i62

Battery pack charger d81

Desktop charger

Desktop programmer i62

d41/d62/i62

Advanced d41/d62

Desktop charger d81

Desktop charger
Advanced d81

Miscellaneous

Battery d41

Battery pack d62/i62
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Battery pack d81

Front plate d81

Pull cord d81
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Desktop charger

Rack charger d81
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Battery pack charger d62/i62

